Nerve growth factor regulates the subcellular localization of the nerve growth factor-inducible protein PC4 in PC12 cells.
The immediate early gene (IEG) PC4, which encodes a protein related to gamma interferon, is activated at the onset of the neuronal differentiation induced by nerve growth factor (NGF) in PC12 cells. With an antibody raised to a bacterial beta gal-PC4 fusion protein, the PC4 protein is detected as an immunoreactive molecular species of 49 kDa, whose synthesis is rapidly induced by NGF in parallel with the induction of its mRNA. Immunofluorescence, electron microscopy and subfractionation studies indicate that the PC4 immunoreactivity is localized in the cytoplasm of PC12 cells, where it is increased transiently by NGF within 3 hr of treatment. In addition, the PC4 immunoreactivity presents an NGF-dependent pattern of intracellular localization. In fact, within 3 hr after addition of NGF, PC4 is also significantly expressed on the inner face of the plasma membrane, to which it is physically associated. After longer NGF treatment, PC4 disappears from the plasma membrane and appears in the nucleus, with reduced cytoplasmic expression. Localization in the nucleus is reversed by removal of NGF and closely parallels changes in the state of differentiation of the cell. The existence within the PC4 protein of a consensus sequence for the addition of myristic acid and of a putative sequence for the nuclear localization suggests possible mechanisms for the NGF-dependent redistribution. For an NGF-inducible IEG product, such growth factor-dependent localization of PC4 is a novel type of regulation in the pathways from the NGF receptor to the adjacent membrane proteins and to the nucleus.